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POL S 304 – U.S. Latino Politics 
Texas A&M University – Fall 2015 

 
Monday, Wednesday 
4:40 p.m. – 5:55 p.m. 

ALLN 1015 
 
Professor:  Francisco I. Pedraza    Office: ALLN 2104   
Email: fpedraza@tamu.edu     Phone: 979-845-2674 
Office Hours: MWF 10:00AM-12:00PM and by appointment 
 
 
Course Description: 
This class is about the history and contemporary role of Latinos as political actors in the United 
States.  We review Latino diversity with respect to various demographic, social, economic and 
political characteristics, and broadly cover social science research that connects these characteristics 
to politics.  You will learn why distinctions by immigrant generation, language proficiencies, country 
of origin, race, class, and sex are critical to how Latinos see themselves, how they are seen by others, 
how and which policies provide them benefit or burden, how this matters for Latinos’ political 
attitudes and their civic engagement, and why all this matters for the American political development 
yesteryear, today and tomorrow. Individual writing assignments are required in lieu of a final exam. 
 
Prerequisites: This course requires Junior or Senior classification.  A working familiarity with 
the key lessons taught in standard American politics courses, such as POLS 206 American 
Government, is expected of all students.  This course is NOT writing intensive, but it does 
emphasize elements of the writing process, as well as technical skills associated with conducting 
social science research. 
 
Learning Objectives: 
By semester’s end students can expect to learn sophisticated answers to these questions: 

1. Who are Latinos? 
2. Why do we consider Latinos a distinct group? 
3. How do non-Latinos see Latinos? 
4. What is the place of Latinos in the polity? 
5. What are Latinos’ policy preferences? 
6. What explains Latino partisan attachments (eg. Democrat, Republican, etc.)? 
7. How does policy impact Latinos? 
8. What are Latinos’ views and understanding of government? 
9. Why do Latinos participate in politics (or not) the way they do? 
10. When and how will Latinos change America? 

 
By semester’s end students can expect to develop the following set of skills: 

1. Thinking about social and political phenomena in terms of models. 
2. Understanding empirical analyses in reports and professional publications. 
3. Basic proficiency with survey data of Latino political behavior. 
4. Basic proficiency with statistical software. 
5. Spoken and written presentation of statistics. 
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Required Books: 
 
Each week there will be required readings organized around a theme or question about Latinos as 
political actors.  Some required readings will be from one or both of the books below.  Other 
required readings will be posted online or distributed by email.  Readings should be done for the day 
they are assigned.  I supplement readings with a lecture or discussion that engages the theme of the 
week – but the lectures are not substitutes for the readings. 
 
 Matt Barreto and Gary Segura.  2014.  Latino America: How America’s Most Dynamic Population 

is Poised to Transform the Politics of the Nation.  Public Affairs Books. 
 
 
  
Grading: 
Four in-class writing exercises    20 points (5 points each) 
Political mobilization plan  2 pages  10 points 
Op-Ed on immigration   2 pages  10 points 
Data analysis and interpretation 2 pages  20 points 
Final Paper & Presentation  3-4 pages 40 points (20 paper, 20 presentation) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
TOTAL      100 points 
 
 
Course Requirements: 
 
The assignments are customized to fit the stated learning objectives.  Of course, these learning 
objectives should have value for the real world.  In this spirit, each writing assignment is also a 
valuable opportunity for professional training.  Writing thoughtful and concise analyses, especially 
when tied to a compelling argument, are skills highly valued in professional politics, as well as many 
other career areas.  Sharpen your writing craft here, for better performance out there. 
 
1. In-class writing exercises: (20 points) : At four times during the semester I will handout a set of 
questions that invite you to reflect and give thoughtful answers to a set of questions about Latinos as 
political actors.  These assignments will be completed during class time.  The exercises provide you 
with an opportunity to reflect, refine, and restate your beliefs and knowledge about Latinos as 
political actors.  You will parlay these writing exercises into two of the other assignments, the 
political mobilization plan, and the Op-Ed essay. 
 
2. 2016 U.S. Presidential Campaign Voter mobilization plan: (10 points): The point of this exercise is to 
show off your knowledge of who Latinos are, what they want, what their place is in the polity, and 
why that matters for elections.  Do this in the form of a voter mobilization plan for candidates in the 
2016 U.S. Presidential contest.  In your plan, include relevant facts about the demographic 
distribution, location, and partisan leanings of Latino voters.  Outline strategies for fund-raising, 
recruiting and training get-out-the-vote workers, social network tools and media, and other aspects 
of outreach operations.  What aspects of such a plan work for both the presumed Republican 
incumbent and for the Democratic challenger?  Why? What would you recommend be different?  
Why?   A great place to collect relevant facts for this exercise is at:  www.latinodecisions.com 
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3. Op-Ed on immigration debate: (10 points)   
The aim of this exercise is to demonstrate that you can distill the complexity of the contemporary 
immigration debate to a single main point.  You will communicate that main point to a general 
audience that we assume knows little about the issue of immigration.   Use the newspaper Op-Ed 
format as a template (google “how to write an Op-Ed,” for guidance).  Think of this as a chance to 
get good at explaining to your non-“poli sci” friends, aunt, or uncle what you think about the 
immigration debate.   For optional +2 bonus points, show me evidence by December 9, 2015 that 
you sent your opinion piece to the editor of your hometown newspaper. 
 
4. Data Analysis and interpretation: (20 points)   
As students you are primarily consumers of knowledge.  The aim of this exercise is to give you a 
taste of what it is like to be a producer of knowledge.  You select one of the following broad 
questions to answer as part of your contribution of new analysis of Latinos as political actors: 
 

 What do Latinos know about politics, and what explains differences in that knowledge? 
 How do Latinos view government and politicians, and what explains those views? 
 Why do some Latinos participate in politics but not others? 
 Why do Latinos identify, or not, as Democrats, Republicans, or with any political party? 
 How does public policy impact Latinos? 

 
I will supply data that is relevant to answering the question you select.  As a class, we will meet 
occasionally in ALLEN 2068, a computer lab on floor 2 of the Allen Building.  In lab I will teach 
some very basic elements of survey research, along with very basic commands in software widely used 
by social scientists and other professionals to analyze survey data.  I will teach basic “nuts and bolts” 
of interpreting data analysis, and you will summarize your findings in words and create at least two 
figures, tables OR charts that summarize your findings.   
 
NOTE:  This assignment is not substitute for methodology courses offered as part of the Political 
Science degree plan (eg. POLS 209 and POLS 309).  Students who have already taken such courses 
will certainly find those skills useful for completing the data analysis assignment, but students who 
have not taken such courses or are currently in such a course will not be disadvantaged. 
 
5. Final paper and presentation: (40 points total: 20 for solo paper, 20 for team presentation)   
The purpose of this exercise is to expand and refine your data analysis and interpretation.  Organize 
this as an essay (ie. introduction, thesis/argument, supporting points, data analysis, interpretation, 
and conclusion).  You will have 3-4 double-spaced pages, 12 point font, 1-inch margins of writing 
space allocated for this final paper.  Like the Op-Ed you will convey an argument.  Unlike the Op-
Ed, you can cite books and articles that we read in class, use abstract concepts (eg. acculturation, 
trust in government) and statistical terms (eg. correlation, statistical significance) to explain the 
details of your data analysis, and expound a little more on why this research is worth conducting.  
Draw freely from your other writing assignments for material or ideas on how to expand this paper.  
 
The final presentation is a two-person team presentation during the last week of classes.   Team up 
with someone who is engaging the same broad question as you in their final paper, but a different 
part of that question, or with a different answer. Together, you have 5 minutes to present 5-6 slides 
that state the research question you asked, why the answer is worth finding, the data used to look for 
that answer, the answer you find, how you found the answer, and why this matters in the real world. 
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Course Schedule 
 
Week 1:   Who are Latinos? Part I  
 
Aug 31 

 In-class writing exercise #1  
Sept 2  NO  CLASS, PROFESSOR ATTENDS POLITICAL SCIENCE CONFERENCE 

 Harvest of Empire, chapters 4-6 (email handout) 
 
Week 2: Who are Latinos? Part II 
 
Sept 7   Intro to statistics lab, Allen 2068 

 Harvest of Empire, chapters 7-9 (email handout) 
Sept 9  In-class writing exercise #2  

 Barreto & Segura, chpts 1, 2 
 

Week 3: What do Latinos want from government? 
 
Sept 14  Intro to statistics lab, Allen 2068 
Sept 16 

 Barreto & Segura chpt 4 & 5 
 Fraga, L., J. Garcia, R. Hero, M. Jones-Correa, V. Martinez, G. Segura. 2012. ``Latino issues 

and policy preferences."  ch. 12 in Latinos in new millennium. (email handout) 
 
Week 4:  What explains what Latinos know about government and politics? 
 
Sept 21  Statistics lab, Allen 2068 

 Barreto & Segura chpt 6 
Sept 23 

 Read: Pantoja and Segura. 2003.  “Fear and loathing in California: Contextual threat and 
political sophistication among Latino voters.” 

 Efrén Pérez. 2015.  “Mind the gap: Why large group deficits in political knowledge emerge – 
and what to do about them.” Forthcoming in Political behavior 

 
Week 5:  Latinos’ views of government: personal efficacy and system trust? 
 
Sept 28   Statistics lab, Allen 2068 
Sept 30    In-class writing exercise #3 

 M. Michelson.2003. “The Corrosive Effect of Acculturation: How Mexican Americans Lose 
Political Trust.” Social Science Quarterly 84 :4, p.918–933. 

 Deborah Schildkraut. 2010. chapter 6 in  Americanism in the 21st century.  (email handout) 
 Wallace, Zepeda, and Jones-Correa. 2014. ``Spatial and temporal proximity: examining the 

effects of protest on political attitudes." American Journal of Political Science. 58(2): 433--448. 
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Week 6:   Latinos and evolving patterns of partisanship I 
 
Oct 5   Statistics lab, Allen 2068 

 Michael S. Lewis-Beck etal.,  The American Voter Revisited.  Chpt 7 (email handout) 
Oct 7 

 Z. Hajnal and T. Lee. 2010. Why Americans Won't Join the Party:  chpt 2 & 3 (email handout) 
 

Week 7:  Latinos and evolving patterns of partisanship II 
 
Oct 12  Statistics lab, Allen 2068 
Oct 14   

 Z. Hajnal and T. Lee. 2010. Why Americans Won't Join the Party:  chpt 5 & 6 (email handout) 
  
Week 8:  Latinos, Education and Political Participation I 
 
Oct 19 Statistics lab, Allen 2068;  In-class writing exercise #3 

 Fraga, L., J. Garcia, R. Hero, M. Jones-Correa, V. Martinez, G. Segura. 2012. ``Hope and 
reality in Latino educational attainment."  ch. 13 in Latinos in new millennium. (email handout) 

 F. Pedraza & Molina: Judging Dream Keepers. 2015  (email handout) 
Oct 21  NO  CLASS, PROFESSOR ATTENDS POLITICAL SCIENCE CONFERENCE 

 Barreto & Segura chpt 7 & 8 
 

Week 9:   Latinos and Political Participation II 
 

Oct 26: Statistics lab, Allen 2068 
 Barreto & Segura chpt 9 & 10 

Oct 28:  
 F. Pedraza. Acculturation Bargain. 2015 (email handout) 

 
Week 10:   The new era of immigration enforcement I 
 
Nov 2   Statistics lab, Allen 2068 

 Hiroshi Motomura.  2015.  Immigration outside of the law.  chpt 1 (email handout) 
 The rise of a formidable machinery.  A report by Migraiton Policy institute.  (email handout) 

Nov 4   In-class writing exercise #4 
 Hiroshi Motomura.  2015.  Immigration outside of the law.  chpt 2 (email handout) 
 M. A. Calderon and F. Pedraza 2015. “Effective and Efficient representative Bureaucracy: 

An Application to immigration enforcement.” 
 

Week 11:   The new era of immigration enforcement II 
Nov 9 Statistics lab, Allen 2068: ***Op-Ed Due*** 
Nov 11 

 Hiroshi Motomura.  2015.  Immigration outside of the law.  chpt 3 (email handout) 
 Reading TBA 

Nov 13 
 Reading TBA 
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Week 12:  Latinos and health: Concluding thoughts on Latino politics 
Nov 16  Statistics lab, Allen 2068 

 Barreto & Segura, chpt 11 
 Barreto & Segura, chpt 13 

Nov 18 
 Fraga, L., J. Garcia, R. Hero, M. Jones-Correa, V. Martinez, G. Segura. 2012. ``Latinos and 

the future of American politics"  ch. 14 in Latinos in new millennium. (email handout) 
 
Week 13.  Use this week to make progress on your writing assignments. 
Nov 23 Statistics lab, Allen 2068 

 Reading TBA 
Nov 25: ***Texas Voter Mobilization Plan Due*** 
 
Week 14.  Use this week to make progress on your writing assignments. 
Nov 30: Statistics lab, Allen 2068   ***Data Analysis Due***  
Dec 2  ***Team presentations*** 
 
Week 15 Dec 9, Final papers due at start of class 
Dec 2  ***Team presentations*** 
 
 
Late Work: 
Late work is not accepted without a university acceptable excuse.  See section 7.1 from the student 
rules for details on TAMU’s policy.  http://student-rules.tamu.edu/rule07 
 
Academic Integrity: 
High quality academic exchanges require that all participants respect academic honesty.   
 “An Aggie does not lie, cheat or steal, or tolerate those who do.” 
 
Definition of plagiarism:  As commonly defined plagiarism consists of passing off as one’s own 
the ideas words, writing, etc., which belong to another.  In accordance with the definition, you are 
committing plagiarism if you copy the work of another person and turn it in as your own, even if 
you should have the permission of the person.  Plagiarims is on eof the worst academic offenses, for 
the plagiarist destroys the trust among colleagues without which research cannot be safely 
communicated.  If you have any questions regarding plagiarism, or other forms of academic 
dishonesty, please consult the Aggie Honor System Office website 
(http://www.tamu.edu/aggiehonor.edu) or the latest version of the Texas A&M University Student 
Rules, under section “Scholastic Dishonesty.” 
 
Disabilities Statement:   
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is a federal anti-discrimination statute that provides 
comprehensive civil rights protection for persons with disabilities. Among other things, this 
legislation requires that all students with disabilities be guaranteed a learning environment that 
provides for reasonable accommodation of their disabilities. If you believe you have a disability 
requiring an accommodation, please contact the Department of Student Life, Services for Students 
with Disabilities in Room B118 of Cain Hall, or call 845-1637. 


